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736.660 Discontinuance or Refusal of Service (Repealed) 
736.670 Illness Provision (Repealed) 
736.680 Payment for Service (Repealed) 
736.685 Past Due Bills (Repealed) 
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AUTHORITY:  Implementing Sections 13-101, 13-304, 13-305, and 13-712 and 
authorized by Section 10-101 of the Public Utilities Act [220 ILCS 5/13-101, 13-304, 13-
305, 13-712, and 10-101]. 
 
SOURCE:  Adopted at 32 Ill. Reg. 18935, effective December 1, 2008; amended at 38 Ill. 
Reg. ______, effective ____________. 
 

SUBPART A:  GENERAL 
 
Section 736.100  Application of Part  
 
This Part shall apply to all wireless eligible telecommunication carriers ("WETC") 
offering or providing either competitive or noncompetitive telecommunications services 
as defined in Sections 13-209 and 13-210 of the Public Utilities Act [220 ILCS 5/13-209, 
13-210]. This Part shall only apply to the relationship between a serving WETC and its 
end user. This Part shall not apply to the relationship between a serving WETC that 
provides wholesale facilities or services to another serving WETC for provisioning of 
services to its retail end user customers. For WETCs that are designated as ETC 
providers for the sole purpose of receiving federal universal service Lifeline support, this 
part shall only apply to those WETCs’ Lifeline supported services. 
 
 (Source:  Amended at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.105  Definitions  
 
As used in this Part, the following terms shall have these definitions: 
 

"Act" means the Public Utilities Act [220 ILCS 5]. 
 

"Answer time" means a measurement in seconds from the point the 
carrier's telephone system receives the call until the call is answered by the 
carrier's representative or voice response unit and ready to accept 
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information.  When the carrier uses a menu-driven system, the 
measurement begins once the menu-based system has transferred the 
customer into the carrier's telephone system until the call is answered by 
the carrier's representative. 

 
"Assistance calls" means calls in which the operator provides assistance or 
instructions to the customer.  Examples include rate quotes, credit 
requests, trouble reports, dial assistance, and dialing instructions.  

 
"Business office" means those offices of the carrier where calls are 
answered and made.  A business office typically employs representatives 
to assist customers for order entry and lookup on customers' orders and 
account records through the use of a computerized system.  

 
"Busy hour" means the two consecutive half-hours each day during which 
the greatest volume of traffic is handled.  

 
"Commission" means the Illinois Commerce Commission. 

 
"Customer" means any person, building owner, firm, partnership, 
corporation, municipality, cooperative, organization, governmental 
agency, etc., provided with WETC telecommunications services as 
defined in Section 13-204 of the Act [220 ILCS 5/13-204].  "Customer" 
may also be referred to as "end user."  

 
"Customer premises equipment" or "CPE" means the equipment utilized 
by the customer to gain access to the wireless carrier's network – see 
"Handset." 

 
"Dropped calls" means a wireless mobile phone call that is terminated 
unexpectedly and in the absence of disconnection initiated by either party 
to the call. 

 
"Emergency situation" means a single event that causes an interruption of 
service or installations affecting end users of a WETC.  The emergency 
situation shall begin with the first end user whose service is interrupted by 
the single event, and shall end with the restoration or installation of the 
service of all affected end users.  The term single event shall include: 

 
a declaration made by the applicable State or federal governmental 
agency that the area served by the WETC is either a State or 
federal disaster area; or 

 
an act of third parties, including acts of terrorism, vandalism, riot, 
civil unrest, or war, or acts of parties that are not agents, 
employees or contractors of the WETC; or 
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a severe storm, tornado, earthquake, flood or fire, including any 
severe storm, tornado, earthquake, flood or fire that prevents the 
WETC from restoring service due to impassable roads, downed 
power lines, or the closing off of affected areas by public safety 
officials. 

 
The term "emergency situation" shall not include: 

 
a single event caused by high temperature conditions alone; or 

 
a single event caused, or exacerbated in scope and duration, by acts 
or omissions of the WETC, its agents, employees or contractors or 
by the condition of facilities, equipment, or premises owned or 
operated by the WETC; or 

 
any service interruption that occur during a single event listed in 
this definition, but are not caused by those single events; or 

 
a single event that the WETC could have reasonably foreseen and 
taken precaution to prevent; provided, however, that in no event 
shall a WETC be required to undertake precautions that are 
technically infeasible or economically prohibitive. 

 
This Part shall be construed as being content neutral as to whether a 
strike or other work stoppage is an "emergency situation".  In the 
event of a strike or other work stoppage, the WETC's obligations to 
provide remedies for failure to comply with this Part shall, in the 
absence of a decision by a court of competent jurisdiction, be 
determined by the Commission on a case-by-case basis based upon the 
individual factual circumstances of each strike or other work stoppage.  
In making such a determination, and notwithstanding the definition of 
"emergency situation" above, the Commission shall not presume that a 
strike or other work stoppage is an act of an employee or of the 
WETC. 

 
"End user" means any person, building owner, firm, partnership, 
corporation, municipality, cooperative, organization, governmental 
agency, etc., provided with WETC regulated telecommunications service 
for consumption, not for resale, as defined in Section 13-204 of the Act 
[220 ILCS 5/13-204].  "End user" may also be referred to as "customer." 

 
"Handset" means the device employed by the end user to originate, route 
or terminate regulated telecommunications service over the WETC 
network.  For the purposes of this Part, handsets are considered to be the 
equivalent of customer premises equipment ("CPE"), beyond the 
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regulatory authority of the Commission, and subject to the terms and 
conditions of a contract or warranty between the manufacturer, WETC, 
and end user.  

 
"Information call" means a call in which a customer will be connected to 
an information bureau by dialing the proper service code or number and 
will be given the directory number of the customer whom he desires to 
call, provided that the customer's number to be called is or will be 
published or listed in the information records.  An "information call" is 
also referred to as directory assistance. 

 
"Lifeline" means the retail local service offering defined and established at 
47 CFR 54.401 as of February 6, 2013.  This incorporation does not 
include any later amendments or editions. 

 
"Map" means a drawing showing a geographical area in which a WETC 
furnishes regulated telecommunications services.  

 
"Regulated telecommunications service" means the ability to transmit and 
receive voice service over the WETC's network at the end user's residence 
or business location, as identified by the billing or designated address of 
the account.  Regulated telecommunications service refers to Commission 
regulation, and does not include WETC network performance in other 
service territories (e.g., roaming) or from other cellular towers at locations 
away from the billing or designated address. 

 
"Repair office" means an office to handle customers' reported telephone 
facility problems.  Customers may call to request trouble verification tests, 
initiate trouble reports and obtain information on the status of open trouble 
reports. 

 
"Reporting entity" means a unit established by the WETC for the purpose 
of administering the customer service operations established by this Part. 

 
"Signal strength" means the measure of how strongly a transmitted signal 
is being received, measured or predicted, at a reference point that is a 
significant distance from the transmitting antenna, measured in dB-
microvolts per metre (dBµV/m). 

 
"Traffic" means call volume based on number and duration of messages.  

 
"Trouble report" means any verbal or written report relating to difficulty 
or dissatisfaction with the operation of regulated telecommunications 
services to the WETC regarding the operation of the network affecting 
their regulated telecommunication service, including both service-
affecting conditions or out of service conditions.  One report shall be 
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counted for a verbal or written report received.  When several items are 
reported by one customer at the same time, and the group of troubles so 
reported is clearly related to a common cause, they are counted as one 
report. 

 
"Wireless Eligible Telecommunications Carrier" or "WETC" means a 
wireless telecommunications carrier that has been designated by the 
Commission as eligible to receive federal universal service funds. 

 
 (Source:  Amended at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.115  Reporting (Repealed) 

 
a) All reports required to be submitted to the Chief Engineer, 

Telecommunications Division of the Commission under this Part 736 shall 
be verified by an authorized agent of the reporting carrier. 

 
b) Each WETC shall provide annually on July 1 to the Chief Engineer, 

Telecommunications Division of the Commission a service quality and 
consumer protection report, consisting of information relative to the 
following Sections:  Section 736.505(a), Operator Answer Time; Section 
736.505(b), Business and Repair Answer Time; Section 736.515, Dropped 
Calls and Signal Strength; Section 736.520, Service Outages; Section 
736.525, Installation Requests – Failure to Provide Service; and Section 
736.530, Trouble Reports. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 

SUBPART B:  ENGINEERING 
 
Section 736.300  Construction and Maintenance of Plant and Equipment (Repealed) 
 
The WETCs outside plant shall be designed, constructed, maintained, and operated in 
accordance with the provisions of 83 Ill. Adm. Code 305 and 83 Ill. Adm. Code 265. 
 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736. 305  Emergency Operation 
 

a) Each WETC shall make provisions to meet emergencies resulting from 
failures of commercial or power service, sudden and prolonged increases 
in traffic, illness of personnel, fire, storm, or other natural disasters. Each 
WETC shall inform employees as to procedures to be followed in the 
event of emergency in order to prevent or minimize interruption or 
impairment of regulated telecommunications service. 
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b) Each WETC shall maintain a reasonable amount of back-up power to 
ensure functionality without an external power source, be able to reroute 
traffic around damaged facilities, and be capable of managing traffic 
spikes resulting from emergency situations.deploy backup battery power 
and permanent generators at all mobile telephone switching offices 
(MTSOs), and sufficient backup power at each cellular tower to permit a 
portable generator to be timely deployed in extended power outages.  
MTSO batteries shall be maintained in accordance with Institute of 
Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) standards as adopted in 
Section 736.310(b), and records verifying such maintenance shall be kept 
on site. 

 
 (Source:  Amended at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.310  Incorporation of National Codes and Standards (Repealed) 
 

a) The Commission adopts as its rules the following portions of the NESC 
(1997 edition, approved June 6, 1996, published by the Institute of Electric 
and Electronic Engineers, Inc., 345 East 47th Street, New York, New York 
10017): 
 
1) Section 2 (Definitions of Special Terms). 
 
2) Section 9 (Grounding Methods of Electric Supply and 

Communications Facilities). 
 

b) The Commission adopts as its rules the following publications of the 
IEEE: 

 
1) IEEE Std 1188-1996 (August 20, 1996), Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE), 3 Park Avenue, New York NY 
10016-5997, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, 
and Replacement of Valve-Regulated Lead-Acid (VRLA) Batteries 
for Stationary Applications.  

 
2) IEEE Std 450-1995 (May 31, 1995), Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE), 3 Park Avenue, New York NY 
10016-5997, Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing and 
Replacement of Lead Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications. 

 
c) These incorporations do not include any later amendments or editions. 

 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 

SUBPART C:  STANDARDS OF QUALITY OF SERVICE 
 
Section 736.500  Adequacy of Service 
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Each WETC shall will comply with the applicable service quality and consumer 
protection provisions contained in the Wireless Association® (“CTIA”) Consumer Code 
for Wireless Service (“CTIA Code”)Cellular Telecommunications and Internet 
Association's (CTIA) Consumer Code for Wireless Service, except that compliance with 
Section Nine of that Code is not required by this Part.  The Commission adopts the 
version in effect on September 10, 2013January 25, 2007. The CTIA Code may be 
viewed on the Commission's web site at:  http://www.icc.illinois.gov. 
 
 (Source:  Amended at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.505  Answering Time (Repealed) 
 

a) Operator Offices 
 
1) Operator offices shall be staffed so that the average answer time, 

calculated on a monthly basis, shall not exceed ten seconds for the 
following types of calls: 
 
A) toll and assistance; and 
 
B) information. 

 
2) Whenever the average answer time for either toll and assistance 

calls and/or information calls, calculated on a monthly basis, 
exceeds ten seconds, the WETC shall take corrective action and 
report such action to the Commission within 15 business days after 
the end of the month in which the violation occurred. 

 
b) Business and Repair Offices 
 

1) Business offices (during normal business hours) and repair offices 
shall be staffed so that the average answer time, calculated on a 
monthly basis, shall not exceed 60 seconds.  In the case where a 
menu driven, automated, or interactive system is utilized to answer 
any such call, such system shall provide within the first menu of 
options, the option of transferring to a live attendant.  This 
requirement shall apply separately to business offices and repair 
offices, if they are maintained separately. 

 
2) Whenever the average answer time for either business offices or 

repair offices (if maintained separately), calculated on a monthly 
basis, exceeds 60 seconds, the WETC shall take corrective action and 
report such action to the Commission within 15 business days after 
the end of the month in which the violation occurred. 
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3) WETCs shall maintain records of answer time performance at their 
business offices and repair offices.  At a minimum, these records 
shall contain the following information collected on a monthly basis: 
 
A) Total number of calls received; 
 
B) Total number of calls answered; and 
 
C) Average answer time. 

 
c) For purposes of this Section, "average answer time" shall be calculated by 

dividing the total number of call waiting seconds by the total number of 
reported monthly calls answered.  

 
 (Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.510  Interoffice Trunks (Repealed) 
 

a) WETC facilities shall be engineered so that at least 98% of calls shall not 
encounter an All Trunks Busy (ATB) condition and at least 98% of 
properly dialed calls, during the busy hour, shall receive ringing signal or 
station busy tone on the first attempt.  When the completion rate falls 
below 98% for three consecutive months, corrective action shall be 
initiated and such action reported to the Commission. 

 
b) For purposes of subsection (a), the information required to be reported 

shall be calculated by capturing total call attempts and calls that do not 
encounter an ATB condition that are going through trunk groups 
controlled by the reporting entity during the busy hour.  Calls that do not 
encounter an ATB condition should be divided by Total Trunk Attempts 
to derive the percent of calls completed without encountering an ATB. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.515  Dropped Calls and Signal Strength (Repealed) 
 
In their annual filing to the Chief Engineer, Telecommunications Division of the 
Commission, WETCs will provide information regarding both dropped calls and signal 
strength.  This information should support a conclusion that planned development areas 
are experiencing operational problems, and that additional investment from the universal 
service fund will provide tangible benefit to end users. 
 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.520  Service Outages and Notification (Repealed) 
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a) All WETCs shall notify the Commission that they have experienced, on 
any facilities that they own, operate, lease or otherwise utilize, an outage 
of at least 30 minutes duration: 

 
1) Of a Mobile Switching Center (MSC); 

 
2) That potentially affects at least 900,000 user minutes of telephony; 

 
3) That affects at least 1,350 DS3 minutes; 

 
4) That potentially affects any special offices and facilities; or  

 
5) That potentially affects a 9-1-1 special facility, in which case they 

also shall notify, as soon as possible by telephone or other 
electronic means, any official who has been designated by the 
management of the affected 9-1-1 facility as the provider's contact 
person for communications outages at that facility, and they shall 
convey to that person all available information that may be useful 
to the management of the affected facility in mitigating the effects 
of the outage on callers to that facility.  

 
b) Each WETC shall notify the Commission of any such service interruption.  

The notification shall be made via telephone call to (217)558-6166 and 
shall consist of the following information: 
 
1) Affected Area Code/Prefix; 
 
2) Company name; 
 
3) Cause of interruption; 
 
4) Outage date and time; 
 
5) Restoration date and time; 
 
6) Effect on 9-1-1 service; and 
 
7) Name and number of person reporting the service interruption. 
 

c) A follow-up written report shall be provided to the Chief Engineer of the 
Telecommunications Division within 30 days after the service 
interruption, either via U.S. Postal Service, facsimile, or e-mail. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.525  Installation Requests − Failure to Provide Service (Repealed) 
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WETCs shall annually report failures to provide service.  The report shall include 
detailed information on the number of requests for service from applicants within its 
designated service areas that were unfulfilled for the reporting period.  The WETC shall 
also describe its attempts to provide service to those applicants, and any investment plans 
that may mitigate the problem in the future. 
 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.530  Trouble Reports (Repealed) 
 

a) WETC's shall annually compile and report trouble reports.  The report 
shall provide separate totals for the number of complaints that the WETC's 
customers made to the FCC, as well as to its own network repair centers.  
The report shall also generally describe the nature of the complaints and 
outcome of the carrier's efforts to resolve the complaints.  Trouble reports 
related to customer problems with handsets are not to be included in the 
calculation of WETC trouble reports. 

 
b) For purposes of maintaining records or reporting information relating to the 

requirement set forth in subsection (a), the information required to be so 
maintained or reported shall be calculated by dividing the number of 
customer-initiated network trouble reports in any given month that are 
cleared to network dispositions, less handset troubles, or emergency 
situations, by the total number of access lines in service.  The rate shall be 
reported on a per 1000 access line basis. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.540  Directory Notification (Repealed) 
 
WETCs shall, prior to entering into a contract with a customer, or prior to the conclusion 
of any applicable trial period, provide a written disclosure to the customer explaining that 
it will not provide a telephone directory to the customer, and that the customer's 
telephone number will not be published in any telephone directory.  Such disclosure and 
acknowledgment shall be made in a type face of 10-point or larger, and shall be otherwise 
clear and conspicuous. 
 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 

SUBPART D:  OTHER WETC REQUIREMENTS 
 
Section 736.550  Obligation to Serve (Repealed) 
 
A WETC shall offer the nine services and functions that are supported by federal 
universal service support mechanisms, identified in the FCC's rules at 47 CFR 54.101(a) 
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as of October 1, 2006, using either its own facilities or a combination of its own facilities 
and resale of another carrier's services (including the services offered by another eligible 
telecommunications carrier), upon a reasonable request for such service.  The 
incorporation of federal rules in this Section does not include any later amendments or 
editions. 
 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 7360.555  WETC Service AreaMaps 
 

a) Each WETC shall have on file with the Commission a list of exchanges 
for which it is granted ETC status. This list shall identify any incumbent 
local exchange carrier operating in each exchange listed a map of its 
designated ETC service area. If a WETC’s Commission-defined ETC 
service area includes a portion of an exchange, but less than the entire 
exchange, then that exchange shall be included on the exchange list and 
shall be identified as being served “in part”. 

 
b) Each WETC shall file with the Commission a map of its designated ETC 

service area, in accordance with the WETC's ETC designation A map filed 
after the effective date of this Part shall be in accordance with the WETC's 
ETC designation. 

 
c) Each map shall show the boundary lines of the area the WETC’s 

Commission designated ETC service areaholds itself out to serve. 
Boundary lines shall be located by appropriate measurement to an 
identifiable location if that portion of the boundary line is not otherwise 
located on section lines, waterways, railroads, or roads. ETC service area 
boundaries shall be identified according to labeled rate exchange areas 
(“exchanges”) for all exchanges included in their entirety within the ETC 
service area. Any exchange served only “in part” shall have the ETC 
service area boundary displayed by section lines, waterways, railroads or 
roads for any portion of that boundary located on section lines, waterways, 
railroads or roads. Any portion of the boundary line not located on section 
lines, waterways, railroads, or roads shall be displayed by appropriate 
measurement to an identifiable location. 

 
d) The name of the WETC filing the map shall be placed at the top left 

corner side of the top of the map, and the name of the exchange followed 
by the words "(Name of carrier) ETC Service Area Boundary Map" shall 
be placed at the right side of the top corner of the map. The first filing of a 
map shall display be designated by the word "Original" immediately 
placed just below the words "(Name of carrier) ETC Service Area 
Boundary Map". If the map is subsequently refiled, the words "First 
Revisions" shall replace be substituted for the word "Original", and on 
each subsequent refiling the next higher number shall replace be 
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substituted for the number preceding the word "Revision" on the previous 
last map filed. The docket number and the date of the order granting ETC 
Status shall also appear at the right side near the top corner of the map.  

 
e) Each WETC shall maintain and make available for public inspection a 

map of its ETC service area consistent with all requirements of this Part.  
 
 (Source:  Amended at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.610  Customer Billing (Repealed) 
 

a) A WETC shall issue bills to customers on a monthly basis.  Bills shall be 
itemized as set forth in subsection (b) of this Section. 

 
b) Itemization of charges 

 
1) All bills shall contain an itemization of charges.  Itemization of 

every monthly billing shall include, but not be limited to:  
 
A) the phone number of the appropriate WETC business 

office; 
 
B) the due date of the bill; and 
 
C) the separate listing of the following: 

 
i) federal, state and local taxes, and 
 
ii) federal universal service charges. 
  

2) Upon request, a WETC shall provide its customers with an 
itemization of service and equipment charges once every calendar 
year free of charge.  This itemization shall also include the phone 
number of the local WETC business office that the customer may 
contact to receive further information concerning the service and 
equipment charges listed on such itemization. 

 
c) Customer bills sent through the United State mail shall be in envelopes 

and shall include return envelopes for payment of customer bills, unless 
the customer has elected to pay the bill electronically. 

 
d) Unbilled Service 

 
1) Bills for service supplied by a WETC must be rendered within one 

year of the date such service was supplied.  No customer shall be 
liable for any amount of unbilled service after one year.  A WETC 
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is not restricted to this one year limitation on unbilled service if a 
WETC has reason to believe that the customer used a device or 
scheme to obtain service without payment and where the WETC 
has so notified the customer prior to disconnection. 

 
2) When delinquency occurs following the issuance of a bill for 

previously unbilled service, except when the customer has avoided 
payment as described in subsection (d)(1), a WETC shall review 
the bill with the customer, and shall offer to accept payments 
toward the liquidation of the amount of unbilled service over a 
period mutually agreed to by the WETC and customer.  This 
period of time shall be at least as long as the period over which the 
unbilled or underbilled service was provided.  

 
e) Refunds 

 
1) In the event that a customer pays a bill as submitted by a WETC 

and that billing is later found to be incorrect due to an error either 
in charging more than the published rate, in measuring the quantity 
or volume of service provided, or in charging for the incorrect 
class of service, the WETC shall refund the overcharge from the 
date of overpayment by the customer. 

 
2) The refund shall be accomplished by a credit on a subsequent bill 

for the WETC's service, or by check if the account is final. 
 
3) Interest on any refund shall be at the rate set by the Commission 

pursuant to 83 Ill. Adm. Code 735.120. 
 
f) If the WETC offers electronic billing, customers may elect to have their 

bills sent electronically.  Such bills shall be transmitted with instructions 
for payment. Information sent electronically shall be deemed to satisfy any 
requirement in this Part that such information be printed or written on a 
customer bill.  Bills rendered in accordance with this Section may be paid 
electronically, provided that nothing in this Section shall be construed to 
prevent a WETC from accepting payment electronically or by the use of a 
customer-preferred financially accredited credit or debit methodology. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.620  Deferred Payment Agreements (Repealed) 

 
a) Customers who are indebted to a WETC for past due service shall have 

the opportunity to make arrangements with the WETC to retire the 
delinquent amount by periodic payments referred to hereinafter as a 
Deferred Payment Agreement.  All applicants for service and customers 
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who have failed to make payment under a DPA during the past 12 months, 
who are indebted to a WETC for past due service, may have the 
opportunity, at the discretion of the WETC, to make arrangements to retire 
the debt by periodic payments referred to hereinafter as a Deferred 
Payment Agreement. 

 
b) The terms and conditions of a Deferred Payment Agreement shall be 

determined by a WETC after consideration of the following: 
 
1) size of the past due account; 
 
2) customer's or applicant's ability to pay; 
 
3) customer's or applicant's payment history; 
 
4) reasons for the delinquency; and 
 
5) any other relevant factors relating to the circumstances of the 

customer's or applicant's service. 
 
c) The WETC shall allow the customer or applicant a minimum of four 

months from the date of the agreement in which to complete payment 
pursuant to a Deferred Payment Agreement. 

 
d) A Deferred Payment Agreement shall be in writing, with a copy provided 

to the applicant or customer, and shall conform to the following 
requirements:  
 
1) the applicant or customer shall be required to pay all future bills 

for the WETC's service by the due date; and 
 
2) the applicant or customer shall retire the delinquent amount 

according to the terms of the Deferred Payment Agreement. 
 
e) If an applicant or customer shall default upon any payment due under the 

Deferred Payment Agreement, all amounts owed pursuant to the 
agreement become payable immediately and a WETC shall have the right 
to discontinue service, pursuant to proper notice. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.630  Applicants for Service (Repealed) 
 

a) In addition to the disclosures required in the CTIA Consumer Code for 
Wireless Service, incorporated into these rules in Section 736.500 above, 
each WETC shall disclose in collateral or other disclosures at point of 
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sale, or conclusion of any applicable trial period, all of the services and 
service plans it offers customers in its ETC area, including the rates and 
terms and conditions of those services and service plans. 

 
b) As a part of the first bill rendered for service to a new customer, a WETC 

shall provide the customer with a listing of all services and telephone 
equipment which shall be provided to that customer, with an itemization 
of any applicable monthly charges.  If the customer notifies the WETC 
within 20 days after receiving his/her first bill that the customer does not 
desire to receive certain services or equipment, the WETC will delete such 
services or equipment from the customer's account.  The customer shall be 
responsible for all monthly usage and installation charges incurred for the 
use of such service and equipment. 

 
c) A WETC shall establish a written procedure governing requirements for 

establishment of credit, available upon request. 
 
d) Credit Information 

 
1) If an applicant for service is unable to provide satisfactory credit 

information, the WETC shall offer to provide prepaid service or 
offer to provide service upon the payment of a deposit, pursuant to 
Section 736.650. 

 
2) If the verification of credit provides unsatisfactory credit 

information, the applicant will be informed of the reason or 
reasons, and if the applicant so requests, the WETC shall provide 
these reasons in writing to the applicant.  Thereafter, the WETC 
may refuse to provide or continue service until the customer 
provides a deposit pursuant to Section 736.650.  Alternatively, the 
WETC may offer prepaid service options 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.640  Present Customers (Repealed) 
 

a) A WETC may request that the customer pre-pay for service or may 
request a deposit, pursuant to Section 736.650, from any customer during 
any 12 months that a customer receives service if the customer, during that 
period, pays late four times or has service discontinued for nonpayment 
two times. 

 
b) A WETC requesting that the customer pre-pay for service or requesting a 

deposit for any of the reasons stated in this Section shall make such 
request within 45 days after the occurrence of the event giving rise to the 
request. 
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c) A present customer whose service is terminated for nonpayment becomes 

an applicant for service and will be subject to the provisions of Section 
736.630 for purposes of establishing service. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.650  Deposits (Repealed) 
 
Conditions under which a WETC may request a deposit from applicants for service are 
set out in Section 736.630. 
 

a) Nothing in this Section shall prevent a WETC from offering pre-paid 
service options in lieu of requesting a deposit in order to provide service. 

 
b) The WETC shall establish a written procedure governing the methods by 

which deposits shall be calculated, available upon request.  The amount of 
the deposit may be adjusted at the request of the customer, applicant or 
WETC at any time when the character or degree of use of the service 
materially changes or when it is clearly established that the character or 
degree of use of the service will materially change in the immediate 
future.  The written procedure governing the methods by which deposits 
shall be calculated shall be based on objective criteria and the amount of 
deposits requested shall be reasonably related to the expected obligation of 
the customer for the service options available.  The estimated deposit for 
an applicant may take into consideration past billing history for service of 
another company if service was provided within the State of Illinois and 
within 6 months after the application. 

 
c) A WETC may request that the requested deposit from any customer be 

paid before service is activated. 
 

d) Refund of Deposits 
 
1) Deposits plus interest shall be automatically refunded after being 

held for 12 months, so long as: 
 
A) the customer has paid any past due bill for service owed to 

the same WETC; 
 
B) service has not been discontinued for nonpayment; 
 
C) the customer has not paid late four times; or 
 
D) the WETC has not provided evidence that the customer 

used a device or scheme to obtain service without payment. 
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2) If the WETC does not return a customer's deposit after 12 months, 

the WETC shall provide the customer with the reasons the deposit 
is being retained, if the customer so requests. 

 
e) Deposits plus interest shall be refunded when service has been terminated 

for more than 30 days, less the amount of any unpaid bills for that service.  
When a deposit plus interest is applied to the liquidation of unpaid bills, 
the WETC shall provide the customer with a statement showing the 
amount of the unpaid bill(s) liquidated by the deposit plus interest, and the 
balance remaining due either to the customer or to the WETC. 

 
f) All deposit refunds shall be by separate check and not by credit to the 

customer's account unless the deposit is used to pay the customer's final 
bill.  No refund of less than $1 need be issued.  When refunds are not 
deliverable, records shall be maintained to show a WETC's efforts toward 
locating the applicant or customer, and delivering the refund. 

 
g) At the option of the WETC, a deposit plus interest may be refunded, in 

whole or in part, at any time earlier than the times prescribed in this 
Section. 

 
h) The rate of interest on deposits shall be the rate set by the Commission 

pursuant to 83 Ill. Adm. Code 735.120. 
 

i) At the request of a customer, the WETC shall compute the accrued interest 
upon the deposit and pay such amount to the customer.  The WETC need 
not make such payment more often than once in a 12 month period, nor 
sooner than 12 months after receipt of a deposit. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.660  Discontinuance or Refusal of Service (Repealed) 
 

a) The WETC may discontinue or refuse service for any of the following 
reasons listed in this subsection: 
 
1) Failure to make or increase a deposit pursuant to Sections 736.630, 

736.640, and 736.650; 
 
2) Failure to pay a past due bill owed to the WETC; 
 
3) Failure to make payment in accordance with the terms of a 

deferred payment agreement; 
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4) When a WETC has reason to believe that a customer has used a 
device or scheme to obtain service without payment and where the 
WETC has so notified the customer prior to disconnection; 

 
5) Violation of or noncompliance with a Commission order; 
 
6) Violation of or noncompliance with any rules of the WETC for 

which the WETC is authorized to discontinue service for violation 
or noncompliance on the part of the customer or user; 

 
7) Violation of or noncompliance with municipal ordinances and/or 

other laws pertaining to service; or 
 
8) The customer's use of equipment adversely affects the WETC's 

service to others.  This disconnection may be done without notice 
to the customer or user. 

 
b) Discontinuance procedures 

 
1) The WETC may discontinue service to a customer for nonpayment 

only after it has mailed or delivered by other means a written 
notice of discontinuance, substantially in the form of Appendix A.  
Service shall not be discontinued until at least five days after 
delivery of this notice or eight days after the date on a mailed 
notice.  The notice of discontinuance shall be delivered separately 
from any other written matter or bill. 

 
2) Notice of discontinuance shall not be mailed before the third 

business day following the due date shown on the bill. 
 
3) Notwithstanding anything else in this Section, the WETC may 

immediately discontinue service to a customer when, upon 
investigation, it has reason to believe that a customer has used a 
device or scheme to obtain service without payment and the 
WETC has notified the customer prior to disconnection. 

 
c) The notice shall remain in effect for 20 days after the date of 

discontinuance shown on the notice.  The WETC shall not discontinue 
service beyond the 20 day period until at least five days after delivery of a 
new written notice of discontinuance or eight days after the date of a 
mailed notice.  This provision shall not apply with respect to 
discontinuance pursuant to subsection (a)(4). 

 
d) In addition to the written notice, the WETC shall attempt to advise the 

customer when service is scheduled for discontinuance.  The WETC shall 
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not deliver more than two consecutive notices of discontinuance for past 
due bill without engaging in collection activity with the customer. 

 
e) Timing of the discontinuance 

 
1) Services may be discontinued only during hours when a WETC 

has personnel on duty who are able to restore service within three 
hours after receipt of payment, at any standard restoration charge. 

 
2) Each WETC shall have personnel authorized to reconnect service 

available until at least 5 p.m. on business days if the conditions 
cited as grounds for discontinuance are corrected and any 
restoration charge is paid. 

 
f) Service shall not be discontinued, and shall be restored if discontinued, 

where a present customer who is indebted to the WETC enters into a 
payment arrangement pursuant to Section 736.620, and complies with its 
terms. 

 
g) Service shall not be discontinued, and shall be restored if discontinued, for 

any reason that is the subject of a dispute or complaint pursuant to Section 
736.670 and/or 736.680 while the dispute or complaint is pending and the 
complainant has complied with the provisions of these Sections. 

 
h) Service shall not be discontinued for an amount due the WETC that has 

not been included in a discontinuance notice. 
 

i) Nothing in this Section shall be construed to prevent immediate 
discontinuance of service without notice or the refusal of service for 
reasons of public safety or health. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.670  Illness Provision (Repealed) 
 

a) Certificate of Illness 
 
1) A WETC shall postpone discontinuance of telephone service to a 

customer for 30 days after the date of certification by a licensed 
physician that discontinuance of service will aggravate an existing 
medical emergency or create a medical emergency for the 
customer or a permanent resident in the customer's household. 

 
2) Initial certification shall prohibit discontinuance of service for 30 

days. Certification may be renewed by the customer for one 
additional 30 day period by providing another certificate to the 
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WETC.  Failure to renew the certificate shall entitle the WETC to 
initiate discontinuance procedures. 

 
3) Initial certification by the certifying physician may be by telephone 

if written certification is forwarded within five days. 
 
b) This certificate of medical emergency must be in writing on stationery that 

clearly sets forth the name of the doctor, hospital or medical clinic.  The 
certificate shall show the name of the person whose illness would be 
aggravated, the nature of the medical emergency, and the name, title and 
signature of the licensed physician certifying the medical emergency. 

 
c) Within the first 30 days, the customer must enter into a Deferred Payment 

Agreement for the retirement of the unpaid balance of the account and 
keep the current account paid during the period that the unpaid balance is 
to be retired. 

 
d) In the event service is discontinued within 10 days prior to certification of 

illness by or for a qualifying resident, service shall be restored to that 
residence if a proper certification is thereafter made in accordance with the 
provisions of this Section. 

 
e) Notice of discontinuance of service sent to residential customers shall 

include a notice substantially in the form of Appendix B. 
 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.680  Payment for Service (Repealed) 
 

a) Payment to the WETC shall be made by the due date shown on the 
monthly bill and shall be by check, draft or other negotiable instrument 
denominated in U.S. dollars acceptable to the WETC or in United States 
currency, provided that nothing in this Section shall be construed to 
prevent a WETC from accepting payment electronically or by the use of a 
customer-preferred financially accredited credit or debit methodology. 

 
b) If the customer remits to the WETC on more than one occasion during a 

12 month period a check, draft or other instrument that is dishonored, the 
WETC may refuse acceptance of further checks and place the customer on 
a "cash" basis.  Under a "cash" basis, the WETC may refuse acceptance of 
anything as payment other than United States currency, U.S. Postal 
Service money orders, or an instrument denominated in U.S. dollars and 
guaranteed by or issued by a third party acceptable to the WETC.  The 
WETC shall advise the customer in writing of the restriction and of the 
various options available in paying by "cash".  The WETC may also offer 
prepaid service options. 
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c) Receipt of a subsequently dishonored negotiable instrument in response to 

a notice of discontinuance shall not constitute payment of a customer's 
account and no WETC shall be required to issue additional notice prior to 
discontinuance.  However, three business days must be allowed for 
redemption of such instrument. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.685  Past Due Bills (Repealed) 

 
a) The due date printed on the monthly bill shall not be less than 21 days 

after the date on the bill, if mailed, or the date of delivery as shown on the 
bill if delivered by other means. 

 
b) Payment made in person at the WETC's office or authorized agent shall be 

deemed received the date payment is made. 
 
c) Payment made in the WETC's night depository, if any, shall be deemed 

received on the next full business date. 
 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.690  Service Restoration Charge (Repealed) 
 

a) When service has been discontinued pursuant to Section 736.660, the 
WETC may charge and collect a restoration charge, if any, set forth in its 
terms and conditions of service contained in the contract between the 
WETC and the customer. 

 
b) When service has been discontinued for nonpayment and payment has not 

been received or satisfactory payment arrangements have not been made 
for a period of ten calendar days, the WETC may consider the service 
terminated.  Restoration may be considered as a new activation if payment 
has not been received within ten days, at the WETC's option. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.695  Dispute Procedures (Repealed) 
 

a) The WETC shall make available at each of its offices where it transacts 
business with the public a customer service representative authorized to 
hear any dispute by an applicant, customer or user.  Such personnel shall 
consider the complainant's allegations and shall explain the complainant's 
account and the WETC's assertions in connection therewith.  Such 
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personnel shall be authorized to act on behalf of the WETC in resolving 
the complaint and shall be available during all business hours for this duty. 

 
b) The WETC shall direct its personnel engaged in personal contact with an 

applicant, customer, or user in the WETC service area seeking dispute 
resolution under the provisions of this Part to inform the person of his/her 
right to have the problem considered and acted upon by supervisory 
personnel of the WETC when any dispute cannot be resolved.  The WETC 
shall further direct supervisory personnel to inform the applicant, 
complainant, or user who expresses non-acceptance of the decision of the 
supervisory personnel of his/her right to have the problem, if arising under 
this Part, reviewed by the Commission and shall furnish them with the 
telephone number and address of the Consumer Services Division of the 
Illinois Commerce Commission. 

 
c) When a customer disputes a particular bill, the WETC shall not 

discontinue service for nonpayment so long as the customer: 
 

1) pays the undisputed portion of the bill; 
 
2) pays all future periodic bills by the due date; and 
 
3) enters into discussions with the WETC to settle the dispute with 

dispatch. 
 

d) No late payment charge shall be charged on any disputed bill paid within 
14 days after resolution of the dispute if the complaint was filed before the 
bill became past due. 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.700  Commission Complaint Procedures (Repealed) 
 

a) Before the Commission will allow the filing of a formal complaint by a 
WETC applicant, customer, user or WETC an informal complaint shall be 
filed with the Commission's Consumer Services Division. 

 
b) The informal complaint: 

 
1) should be in writing but may be initiated by telephone or in person 

at the offices of the Commission; and 
 
2) shall provide the following information to the Commission: 

 
A) the name, address and telephone number of the applicant, 

customer, or user, 
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B) the name of the WETC involved, 
 
C) the nature of the complaint in a clear and concise manner, 

and 
 
D) the specific relief requested. 

 
c) Upon receipt of the informal complaint, the Consumer Services Division 

shall: 
 
1) advise the WETC complained of that a complaint has been filed 

against it; the party complained of must respond to the Consumer 
Services Division within 14 days;  

 
2) review and investigate the complaint;  
 
3) advise the parties of the results of the investigation within a 

reasonable time not to exceed 14 days following receipt of a 
complete response from the WETC.  By agreement of the parties 
and the Consumer Services Division, these time limits may be 
extended. 

 
d) Service shall not be discontinued for the reason that is the subject of the 

complaint during the pendency of any proceeding (formal/informal) before 
the Commission pursuant to the provisions of this Section so long as the 
customer has complied with the provisions of Section 736.695(c). 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.705  Second Language (Repealed) 
 
Where there is a demonstrated need for second language notices in the service area of any 
WETC, as determined by the Commission on the basis of census figures, the community 
area involved, and customer complaints and requests for such notice, notices as set out in 
Appendices A and B shall be sent to customers located within the area and contain the 
following warning in the appropriate second language:  "Important – This notice affects 
your rights and obligations and should be translated immediately. If you cannot find a 
person to translate for you, call your service provider immediately." 
 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 
Section 736.710  Customer Information Booklet (Repealed) 
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A customer information booklet that contains a WETC's credit and collection practices 
shall be made available on the WETC's website, provided to all applicants for service, 
and shall be available at all business offices. 
 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
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Section 736.APPENDIX A   Notice of Discontinuance of Service (Repealed) 
 

IMPORTANT!  READ THIS IMMEDIATELY 
 
WETC NAME   CUSTOMER  

ADDRESS 
 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 
 

PHONE # 
  

ACCOUNT # 
 

 
YOUR (WETC) SERVICE WILL BE DISCONTINUED ON OR 

AFTER (Date) BECAUSE: 

 YOU OWE $  IN PAST DUE BILLS 

 YOU OWE $  FOR A DEPOSIT FOR TELEPHONE SERVICE 

 OTHER (Specify) 

TO AVOID DISCONTINUANCE 
OF (WETC) SERVICE, YOU MUST 

PAY $  BEFORE (Date) . 

 
*** If you cannot pay the whole amount now, you may be able to get a payment plan 
with  

(WETC Name) .  Call us at Phone #  for more information. 
 
*** (WETC Name) has employees on duty from  A.M. to  P.M. 

to answer your questions or listen to your complaints.  If you do not understand 
why you owe this money, or if you think there has been a mistake, call 

(WETC Name) at Phone #  
, as soon as possible.  If 
the 

person you talk to cannot help you, ask to talk to a supervisor.  If the supervisor 
cannot help you, call the Consumer Services Division of the Illinois Commerce 
Commission at 800-524-0795.  Call before you are Discontinued! 

 
*** IMPORTANT:  If your services are Discontinued, you will have to pay 

$_____________ before your service will be turned on again. 
 

(Printed on Red Paper) 
Reverse Side (Printed on Red Paper) 

 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
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Section 736.APPENDIX B   Requirements to Avoid Shutoff of Service in the Event 
of Illness (Repealed) 

 
 
IF DISCONTINUANCE OF SERVICE WILL AGGRAVATE OR CREATE A 
MEDICAL EMERGENCY FOR A RESIDENT OF YOUR HOUSEHOLD, WE WILL 
NOT DISCONTINUE YOUR SERVICE. 
 
WHAT YOU MUST DO: 
 

YOU MUST CONTACT A PHYSICIAN OR LOCAL BOARD OF HEALTH. 
THEY MUST CALL (WETC Name) AT (Phone) 
RIGHT AWAY.  THEY ALSO MUST SEND A WRITTEN CONFIRMATION, 
SIGNED BY A PHYSICAN, TO THE COMPANY WITHIN 5 DAYS THAT 
CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: 
 
Name of the person. A statement that the person is a resident of the premises in 
question; the name, business address and telephone number of the certifying 
physician; the nature of the illness; the period of time during which 
discontinuance of telephone WETC service will aggravate the illness. 

 
HOW LONG IS THE CERTIFICATION VALID? 
 

THE CERTIFICATION IS VALID FOR ONE MONTH. IT CAN ALSO BE 
RENEWED FOR ONE MONTH IF THE PHYSICAN WRITES TO THE 
COMPANY AGAIN. IF THE CERTIFICATION IS NOT RENEWED, YOUR 
TELEPHONE SERVICE MAY BE DISCONTINUED AFTER THE FIRST 
MONTH. 

 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (WETC Name) AT 

(Phone) OR CALL: 
 

CONSUMER SERVICES DIVISION 
 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISION 
 

800-524-0795 
 
 (Source:  Repealed at 38 Ill. Reg. ______, effective ____________) 
 


